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Expediters, if you want
more profit in your
pocket, define success
on your own terms as a
landstar independent
owner-operator.

THE ROAD TO

SUCCESS
• Earn a share of the revenue for every load hauled.
As freight rates go up, your settlement check does too.

• 100% of all billed fuel surcharges

paid straight to you.

www.lease2landstar.com

1-800-622-0658
VAN•REEFER•FLATBED•STEPDECK
HEAVY/SPECIALIZED•EXPEDITED

www.facebook.com/LandstarOwnerOperators

• Big fuel discounts at the point-of-sale, no waiting
for rebate checks. Big fleet National Account tire prices.
Cash rebates on new tractors, factory-direct trailer pricing.

• More home time: the independence to run when you want,
where you want.
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COVER STORY
Question & Answer with
Charlie Getz at Tri-State
Expedited Services

ExpediteNow took the opportunity to sit down
with Tri-State Expedited Services Director of
Recruiting and Safety, Charlie Getz to discuss
how Tri-State Expedited Services is built on solid
family values, and how being able to diversify in
an ever-changing market has kept them at the
forefront of the shipping industry.
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What a Way to Spend a Weekend!

Expedite Now is written for professional owner
operators and drivers working in the expedited
trucking industry.
Our editorial policy encompasses informing drivers,
fleet managers and carriers of the news and
information about the expedited trucking community.

FEATURE

News and feature articles are compiled to keep
owner operators and drivers apprised of industry
trends and events, and other issues which impact
those who move this industry.
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COVER STORY

Lawrence McCord, Publisher, ExpediteNow

ExpediteNow Q&A
Charlie Getz, Director
of Recruiting and
Safety

I had the opportunity to visit with Charlie
Getz with Tri-State Expedited Services
at the Mid-America trucking Show in
Louisville, Kentucky. Tri-State Expedited
Services was one of the early pioneers of
the expedited trucking industry and has
been an industry leader for many years.
Q. Tell us about yourself.
A. I have been in the motor carrier industry
for over 40 years. I started with Tri-State
Expedited Service, Inc. in 1990; this
was the year prior to a major corporate
contract that gave us the catapult in
equipment to grow and expand. I have
held positions in Operations, Customer
Relations and Recruiting and Safety. The
Tri-State Expedited Service team is very
responsive to contractors and drivers.
Q. Give us a little history about Tri-State
Expedited.
A. Tri-State Expedited Service began in
the mid 1980’s before anyone knew what
expediting was. The company is family
owned, family operated and has never
been bought or sold since its inception.
6

A FAMILY
OF
DIVERSITY
FOR OVER
40
YEARS!

The family goals are ones that we hold
near and dear to us every day and treat
our employees and drivers like family.
Q. With that long history in this industry,
what are some of the biggest changes (or
challenges) you’ve seen in recent years?
A. Reacting to business level changes
has always been a major concern. We
do not want to get more units than we
need, so that all contractors can maintain
reasonable earning during some of the
slower periods of freight that do occur.
We work very hard at trying to maintain
the right number of units to properly haul
the freight day in and day out.
Q. Tri-State Expedited recently launched
a new flatbed division. Can you tell us
more about that new service?
A. We have always wanted to be a diverse
company; multiple divisions create better
revenue flow and also allow for contractors
to have multiple opportunities. We were
approached by a shipper in Michigan to
haul some flatbed freight, and we have
risen to the opportunity. We are adding
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flatbed-experienced owner/operators
and growing that division. We also had
the opportunity to hire a dispatcher
with a wealth of flatbed experience and
knowledge. This has created a major
growth in this division including round
trip move and great revenue stream for
the contractors.
Q. With your diverse fleet, what kind
of drivers and equipment does Tri-State
Expedited want to partner with?
A. We are always looking for Straight
Trucks and Tractors; we have
opportunities in expedited and truckload,
and our latest expansion division of
flatbed. Cargo vans/sprinter used to be
the main stay of the industry and we
always have opportunities for these types
of equipment. Expedited service is the
main user of team operations, but we
can also utilize solo drivers on expedite,
truckload or flatbed qualified drivers for
the flat bed operation.
Q. Driver retention is very difficult in
2014. What kind of efforts is Tri-State
Expedited making to improve driver
retention?
A. We started a fleet coordinator
position years ago; this is the major
way of addressing retention. The fleet
coordinators are in tune with drivers and
their concerns on a daily basis. This leads
toward retention of quality contractors.
Q. Why do owner operators and drivers
want to be part of Tri-State Expedited?
A. I believe that we offer owner operators
and drivers a unique family-oriented
position. From orientation through the
entire corporation they are family and
treated with respect. We value our long
term relationships with all our owner
operators and drivers.
Q. We are well into the 2nd Quarter of
2014. What kind of freight volumes do
you expect for the remainder of the year?
8

A. 2014 has been and will continue to
be a very good year Freight volumes are
up and we have good forecasts from our
major customers that it will remain for
the rest of 2014.
Q. Can you recall any recent situations
where a Tri-State Expedited driver “saved
the day” for your customer?
A. Saving the day is what we do; we have
so many successes on a day-in and dayout basis that it is hard to specifically list
each and every one. That is our business;
that is what the customers expect and
what we deliver 365 days per year. Our
many owner operators operating at over
98% on time service deserve the thanks
for our success.
Q. What industry organizations is TriState Expedited affiliated with?
A. We have never been a large joiner of
industry organizations; we are focused on
operating a profitable company that gives
the opportunity to owner operators to
be profitable also. We have a successful
program; we know that because we have
many long term quality contractors.
Q. What’s on the horizon for Tri-State
Expedited?
A. We are looking for some quality
contractors to allow us to grow. We do
not want to be the biggest, but we want
to have a group of quality contractors
and what we do to keep them and us
profitable every day.
Q.. Anything else you’d like our readers
to know?
A. Tri-State Expedited Service, Inc.
has the infrastructure to offer owner
operators a great home; we know that we
have a program that allows for success.
Come join the family! EN
For more information, call
Tri-State Expedited Service, Inc.
at 888.245.4325
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Wherever you go, at Express-1 you can say

“I’m home!”
Get higher pay per mile with less
wear and tear on your truck driving
fewer miles - that’s how you make
more money!
In addition to great pay, we offer:
• Straight Truck-Solo/Team-$1.10-$1.12/mile
• Semis-$1.25/mile
• Sprinter-$.80/mile
• Cargo Van-$.70/mile

We welcome Fleet Owners,
Semi, Straight, Trucks!

www.driveforexpress-1.com | 888-327-1194

THE

INSURANCE

ZONE

by Shelly Benisch, C.I.C.

What is VOI?

T

EANA, The Expediting Association
of North America, is issuing a “Best
Practices Verification of Insurance” is
a trade organization for the “Best of
the Best” Motor Carriers, Brokers and
Shippers in our industry.
TEANA has been asked by their Members to implement a Best Practices method
for Verification of Insurance to address
the Danger of Risk Exposure.
You may have heard of recent unpaid
claims in our Expediting Community that
were a result of improperly structured
insurance plans that had gaps in coverage.
By offering Motor Carriers strong incentives to maintain safety and monitoring of
their own companies, the TEANA “VOI”
program is designed to help everyone
avoid this risk.
Successful Verification of Insurance
following TEANA’s Best Practices
format will be rewarded with a “V.O.I.”
Designation that will then be presented to
Shippers and Brokers:

To learn more about this program, go to
www.TEANA.org. EN
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What a Way to Spend
a Weekend!

Expedite
Expo 2014
July 25th and 26th
By Sandy Long, Contributing Writer
America’s largest trucking show
for expediters; the Expedite
Expo will be held July 25th and
26th at the Roberts Convention
Centre in Wilmington Ohio,
I-71 at Exit 50 (rt. 68). The
show times for both days are
9am-4pm EDT. Expedite Expo
provides a weekend of family
fun, learning and networking
for all who are interested in
expediting, already in the
field or interested in trucks.
Admission and parking are
free! Register to attend at
expediteexpo.com.

T

his year the Expedite Expo is proud
to have scheduled Ann Ferro director
of the FMCSA as a featured speaker. Ms.
Ferro will be speaking on subjects such
as crash accountability, time weighting,
and the 30-minute and 34-hour restart
rules in the Hours of Service. After Ms.
Ferro’s talk, she will conduct a question
and answer session to address attendees’
questions and concerns.

WORKSHOPS

Many of our workshops this year are
transforming into live forums, with panels
of industry professionals with handson experience who, in plain language,
present to you the information you need
to be a success in this business. They will
be answering questions from the audience
to help you to get those answers you need
to make well-informed decisions.
Friday at 2:00 pm we will offer a speed
networking session called Growing Your
Business Through Networking. This
session is for trucking companies ONLY.
At ordinary networking events the focus
is on building relationships and getting
to know each other in a relaxed and
informal setting. This event is guaranteed
that you will meet and talk to at least 25
new contacts within one hour. It’s fast,
energetic, and amazingly effective! The
idea is that within a few minutes of talking
to someone you will be able to work out
whether it is possible to do business with
that person. This makes it a very efficient
form of business networking.
On Saturday, Women in Trucking
will have a session at 12:00 pm and
our 2:00 pm session will answer the
question “What is VOI?” Our final
session of the day will offer a panel to
help you with How to Be a Healthy
Trucker; they will talk about physical
and mental health issues.
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 2 8
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GREAT LAKES CONVOY

There was a great turnout for this
in 2013 so they are back this year.
The Convoy will begin at the Roberts
Centre at 4:00 pm. Friday, July 25. The
Convoy, a charitable organization that
raises money to help battle women’s
cancers, will make a 30-mile loop with
a police escort before returning to the
Roberts Centre.

ENTERTAINMENT

There will be plenty of fun to go around
with Expo entertainment including a
performance each day at 2:00 pm by
Jungle Jack Hanna’s troupe featuring
animals from the Columbus Zoo. If that
weren’t enough, on Saturday at 11:00 am,
Phonic Uproar, an A Cappella singing
group, will be sharing their talents. These
events occur at the FedEx booth C3.
Fun abounds throughout the Expedite
Expo. Starting off the Expo both
mornings, a PJ walk is conducted for
those who wish for some exercise to get
them loosened up for the rest of the day.
In conjunction with the Expo, The All
American Antique Truck Show gives
folks a look at the trucks of yesterday.
Registration and parking are free for the
truck shows.
Friday evening, join us at 7:00 pm for
Casino Night sponsored by CIS. There is
no cost to play, and you can win some
fabulous prizes! The fun continues after
Casino Night at the Party on the Patio
sponsored by SmartTruck.

vote for their favorite truck. This ballot
is also your chance to a $1000 cash prizes
presented Saturday, at 4:00 pm each day.
The Drivers’ Choice Award will be
presented to the winning truck at 4:00 pm
Saturday, July 26, at the close of Expo.

DRIVERS’ COOKOUT

At 5:00 pm, following the close of expo
on Saturday, the annual Drivers’ BBQ
Cookout, hosted by ExpeditersOnline.
com and open to all drivers, serves hotoff-the-grill burgers, dogs and brats.
Kick back, relax, eat and recap the expo.
Please bring a side dish to share and any
water bottles you might have leftover. EN
Registration is Free! Truck, RV and
car parking is free! Avoid the lines:
pre-register at ExpediteExpo.com

DRIVERS’ CHOICE AWARD

The 2014 Drivers’ Choice Award
will recognize the best of the expedited
trucking industry’s best - with Expo
attendees as the judges. Attendees can
28
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EOBRs,
ELDs
Spell Controversy
By Sandy Long, Contributing Writer
The debate on mandatory
electronic logging devices
has been going on for a
long time. Drivers are either
for them or against them,
while larger companies are
definitely for them.

T

he main contention of the large
companies is that E-logs will improve
safety. However, a major factor is that it
will save the large carriers approximately
$1 billion a year in not having to keep so
many supporting documents required for
using paper logs, so the ATA says. As in
anything, in trucking one has to follow the
money trail.
It appears according to a video release
put out by the ATA, that companies
with E-log systems now will be allowed
to grandfather in and not replace what
they already use for at least two years
after other companies have to purchase
the required systems. Companies not now
using E-log systems of course will have to
comply most likely within two years after
the final regulation is in place. The cost
for the unit alone is $600-800 each plus
a monthly service fee. While this may not
seem like it would be too costly for some,
for a 100-truck company, that would be
$80,000 they would have to come up with
just to buy the units. Add the monthly
service fee, for argument’s sake say $5.00
a month per unit, that would be an
30

additional $500 a month or $6,000 a year.
That is a lot of money for a small company
to come up with in today’s economy.
Furthermore, according to a recent poll,
51% of the experienced drivers polled
said that if this regulation goes into effect,
they would leave trucking. Is this another
branch in the money trail? Experienced
drivers are at the top of the pay scale, with
the so-called driver shortage already in
play, and older more experienced drivers
retiring, could this be a ploy to run those
experienced drivers out of the seat to be
replaced with inexperienced and foreign
drivers paid less increasing a company’s
bottom line? Billy Woolsey, President
of Midwest Compliance Inc ., states in a
letter to the editor to Transport Topics
about EOBRs, “But all that information
carries a price because drivers are likely to
favor carriers without e-logging devices.”
Therefore, driver retention also enters the
mix of winding money trails.
One of the major causes of disagreement
is the report of harassment used against
those drivers running E-logs. There were
so many of these reports that OOIDA filed
suit against the FMCSA and won. Congress
also in MAP-21 told the FMCSA, as did
the Federal Courts, to come up with ways
to ensure that the E-logs could not be used
to harass drivers. Recently, they came up
with eight points against harassment use.
Requiring drivers’ access to records:
The rule would require that drivers have
the ability to obtain copies of their ELD
records “on or through” the devices.
It also would require that carriers give
drivers copies of their records (for the six
months carriers are required to keep the

Learn more about the Expedited Freight Industry!
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records) when a driver asks for them.
This will help a driver in their tax
preparation but how will it stop
harassment?
Explicitly prohibiting harassment: In
the rule the agency prohibits carriers
from harassing drivers with the devices.
Harassment, per the rule, means, “An
action… involving the use of information
available through an ELD…that the carrier
knew or should have known would result
in” a driver violating FMCSA regulations
regarding fatigue or illness.
There has been a regulation on the
books for decades where the driver makes
the decision as to whether it is safe to go or
not due to weather, illness or fatigue, and
we know how well that works!
Instituting complaint procedures: The
rule implements a process by which
drivers should file harassment complaints,
including what the complaint would need to
include the action the carrier took and how
ELD technology was used to contribute to
the alleged harassment action.
It takes acrobatic maneuvers to file
a complaint now; most drivers get
frustrated and give up before completion.
The government makes it so easy to get
anything done in their systems; can anyone
say DATA Q?
Stiffening penalties to deter harassment:
The new rule dictates that harassment
will now be considered a violation of
hours-of-service rules, and “the penalty
for harassment would supplement the
underlying HOS violations,” according to
the rule.
This one makes little sense. There should
be no HOS violations if everyone is doing
the E-logs legally. Will the driver take a hit
on an HOS violation too?
Requiring mute functionality: As drivers
have complained of carriers contacting
them during rest periods through an ELD
or related fleet management system, the
rule stipulates that when a driver places an

ELD into sleeper berth status, the device
must automatically mute and turn off any
sound output or at least allow the driver to
manually mute the device when in sleeper
mode.
They forget cell phones, having another
company driver stop to bother the driver,
or even as has been reported, having the
local police come out and do a ‘well being
check’ on the driver.
Instituting edit rights: The rule allows
drivers and carriers to request edits to the
electronic records of duty status. “Edit,”
according to the rule, means a change that
would not overwrite the original record,
however. All edits or annotations on the
records would be required to show who
made them and the reason for the change.
Edits made by carriers or drivers would need
to be sent to the other party for approval.
Since the first E-log went into a truck,
dispatch has figured out a way around
them to ‘make’ more hours available. I
give them 24 hours; they will figure it out
this one too.
Limiting portions of vehicle location
tracking: The rule does not require real-time
vehicle tracking or location recording and
does not require transmission of real-time
location to carriers or law enforcement.
Location data will be sent when a driver
changes duty status, a driver inputs
personal use or yard moves, the truck’s
engine powers on or off and at 60-minute
intervals when the vehicle’s in motion.
Unless the driver is going to the bar,
what good is this? Any satellite system
can ‘ping’ upon command and dispatch
can always make up a reason to do so.
Allowing privacy in enforcement
proceedings: MAP-21 directs FMCSA
to institute measures to protect drivers’
personal data when information from an
ELD is used in enforcement proceedings.
To do this, the agency says it will redact
information before a document is made
publicly available.
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 3 4
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Any of you believe this will really
happen? no thinking driver will.
One of the main issues concerning
harassment reported by drivers using
E-logs is being forced to drive if they have
available hours no matter what. Yes, there
is the now mandatory 30-minute break,
but other than that, reports flow in that if
a driver stops else wise, they are chastised,
or threatened with job loss even if they are
nodding off and need a nap. Yet, this form
of harassment is not addressed in the above.
Forcing a driver to ‘maximize’ their hours
no matter what is all about productivity
equaling money and for the carrier to meet
contractual agreements, not at all about
safety, or a driver’s well being.
There have been ample HOS regulations
for decades; the problem comes in with
enforcement. The FMCSA can make all of
the regulations they choose, but without
enforcement, they are worthless. This EOBR
or ELD regulation is not going to affect
safety in a positive way; seeing how many
carriers using E-Logs end up in the ditch or

TOP 10

worse every day proves this. This is all about
money and leveling the playing field in the
dog-eat-dog world of trucking for the large
carriers. These large carriers have to squeeze
out small carriers that can run faster or by
forcing those same companies to go broke
trying to buy the new technology, the large
carriers are pushing for a competitive edge
through regulation.
The proposed rule has yet to be published
in the Public Register at the time of this
article, but it is thought to do so by the
end of March 2014. This will open up the
60-day comment session. Anyone can make
comments and you can be assured that the
ATA and the special interest safety groups
will make their presence well known.
E-logs should be a business choice, not a
mandatory regulation forcing everyone
into the same business model for any
reason because it sure is not about safety at
all. If you would like to make a comment
on this issue look for docket number
FMCSA-2010-0167 when the proposed
rule goes into the comment period.EN

States Expediters Live In

1. Michigan
2. Ohio
3. Florida
4. Georgia
5. North Carolina
6. Texas
7. Illinois
8. Tennessee
9. New York
10. Indiana
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Classifieds

Place your ad by calling

859-746-2046

TEAMS WANTED DRIVER WANTED EXPEDITE TRUCKS
Tractor Team needed for Volvo
VN780, leased to Express1.
Performance bonuses available. No
Canada or Mexico.
Beverly (419) 290-8565

H/W Team for FedEx Tval, 2006
Freightliner with loaded Stoops 100”
sleeper. Out for 2 months, home for
2 weeks.
Wayne (334) 524-5394

Team needed for 2013 M2-112,
automatic transmission, 96” sleeper,
1 large bunk, upper cabinets.
Susan (865) 249-6999

2008 Columbia needs team, 435HP,
autoshift, and double bunk sleeper
with dinette. Bonus if already on with
Panther.
Larry (734) 985-0544

Cube Van Needs A Driver nicely set
up, no log required, under 10K, Big
sleeper, CDL required. 60/40 split.
Bob (440) 655-1516

Co-driver needed for straight
truck. Class B CDL and 6 months
experience. We work for Express 1,
out 4-6 weeks with one week off.

Duane or Teresa (217) 586-4601

Same household TEAM NEEDED for
2013 & newer Freightliner M2112
straight trucks with auto, DD13, side
box, & 96” Bolt sleepers.
Adam (419) 297-3773

H/W Team Wanted for VAN. MUST
be fully FEDEXCC WG qualified and
experienced. Comfortable bed and
closet space.
Jack (508) 254-2252

Need established straight truck team
for truck signed on with Try Hours.
Excellent earning potential.
(618) 599-3354

FedEx CC Team Wanted ASAP, prefer
already FedEx CC qualified, 2008
Kenworth, automatic transmission,
double bunk , out 3-4 weeks.
Maryam (615) 573-8192

Open positions available for
EXPERIENCED, MOTIVATED Straight
Truck TEAMS to haul for FedEx CC
Fleet Owner, CDL with HazMat.
Leonardo (954) 604-8411

HW or same household Team for
Try Hours, 96” double bunk. Must be
Independent and know how to run
your business!

COMPANY

PHONE

Barrett Directline

888-874-0735

Tony (734) 717-0157

Call Tony at 800-589-3932

Bolt Express

888-281-6865

Driver needed for extended Cargo
Van on with FedEx CC. 65/35 split plus
weekly bonuses. Already with FedEx
CC a plus.

2009 Freightliner Cascadia. 455HP
Detroit power, 10 speed Eaton Fuller,
72” Raised roof double bunk sleeper
with big cabinets. Thermo King APU.
Aluminum wheels

Diamond Delivery Service

888-520-7928

Expediter Services

888-565-6403

Express-1

888-327-1194

FedEx Custom Critical

800-398-0466

Jabez

888-622-0326

Jung Express

888-575-6251

Landstar

800-622-0658

Load One

888-824-4954

Nations Express

888-261-3238

Panther Expedited Services

866-344-5898

Panther SOLO trucks available.
CDL-B. Prefer MI, OH, or NE IL.
Incentives for current Panther
drivers. Out 4 weeks.

Class B CDL Driver needed for Load
One. Must have 2 years verifiable
experience. Excellent weekly pay
program.
Dubs (847) 712-0850

Sprinter drivers needed. 1-2 year
experience and live within 200 mi
of NW IN or MI required. Leased to
Load One.
Robert (219) 924-2596

Straight truck driver needed. Class
A or B CDL required, knowledge of
logbook. We pay hotel for 34-hour
restarts.
Scott (815) 867-0552

Call Heath at 800-899-8696

2008 Freightliner Cascadia – 490HP
14.0L 60 series Detroit Diesel, 10
speed ultrashift, 70” double bunk,
fridge, aluminum wheels, Trailer
Brake Button on dash.
2008 Kenworth T660 – CAT C-13
diesel, Ultrashift transmission, 86”
Studio sleeper, refrigerator, APU,
fresh paint, warranty available.
Call Jason at 877-349-9303

Gene (276) 926-4545

CDL A OTR Driver. 2 years flatbed,
stepdeck, or RGN trailer experience.
Incentives for tarping or oversized
loads.

New! 2013 Ford Transit Connect XLT
– 2.0L gas engine, 4 speed automatic
transmission, Closeout pricing!

James (360) 883-5511

Class A CDL Tractor driver pulling 53’
dry van., 80% drop and hook. 3 years
experience. 2 weeks out average.
Gene (817) 494-6640

Team Drivers This is your home! 2 pay
options: 40% of load or salary. 10 or 13
speed manual transmissions. Leased
to Panther

Experienced driver or team wanted
for Kenworth T300, 10 speed, double
bunk, leased to Panther

Aaron (314) 608-0399

Larry (814) 449-0849
Learn more about the Expedited Freight Industry!

TEAMS

STRAIGHT TRUCKS
CARGO VANS

HIRING

Call John at 989-883-3382

2014 Freightliner Sprinter 2500
extended – This van has been
built with the Expediter in mind!
Multi-Function display, Improved
suspension pkg and cargo control.

Class A OTR Tractor driver needed
from Midwest, Southeast, and Texas.
2 years verifiable in 53’ van.

TRACTORS

SPRINTER VANS

888-691-8304

Chris (636) 485-9569

46

Call Jim at 800-241-0138

Keep track of who you have called and
yet to call by checking the box next to
the company name.

All-State Express

Looking for Sprinter driver based
near St. Louis MO. Bonus if already
qualified with AllState Express. CDL
a plus.

Andy (888) 974-3289

Brand New! 2014 Freightliner
CA113SP – 370HP DD13 with
automatic transmission. Aluminum
disc wheels. 72” Raised Roof sleeper
with double bunk and dinette.

TIP!

2013 Freightliner M2106 – brand
new! 260HP Cummins ISB, 6
speed Fuller transmission, 96” Bolt
Economizer Sleeper with sink, large
fridge, microwave, inverter.

Gary (813) 802-7638

Joseph (708) 359-3435

Experienced same household Team
needed for 2013 Cascadia SST with
100” Dine-a-bunk sleeper (one
double bed). Direct deposit.

FOR SALE

TRUCKING CAREERS & OPPORTUNITIES

Call Jeff at 800-367-7712

Call Mike at 866-574-5419

2014 Mercedes Benz 2500 170EXT.
4cyl Diesel with automatic
transmission, Driver efficiency
and workspace access packages,
comfort seats, wood cargo floor.
Call Dan at 888-858-8292

Freightliner Columbia SST100 Reefer
– Leyman liftgate, 10 speed autoshift,
tag axle, T-Val, white glove equip.
100” Bentz Dine-a-bunk sleeper,
sink, <1 yr old Coleman roof A/C.

Premium Transportation Logistics 888-471-7811
Tri-State Expedited Service

888-245-4325

Try Hours

888-284-4179

TST Expedited

877-878-9911

Call Heidi at 574-583-0969

ExpeditersOnline.com

ExpediteNow.com

The E-zine for Expedite Truck Owner Operators!
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Learn more about the Expedited Freight Industry!

ExpeditersOnline.com

